Seth Rockman's recently published study, Scraping By, brings to life the enslaved mariners, white seamstresses, Irish dockhands, free black domestic servants, and native-born street sweepers who navigated the low-end labor market in booming post-Revolutionary Baltimore. In the city's variegated workforce, race, age, family structure, and gender were crucial markers of economic opportunity and vulnerability. Baltimore's emergent capitalism also featured many slaves earning wages and white workers performing arduous labor for inadequate pay. Rockman analyzes the material experiences of these workers, how they found work, translated labor into food, fuel, and rent, and navigated underground economies and social welfare systems. He also explores what happened when they failed to find work or lost their jobs. His rich accounts of day laborers and domestic servants illuminate the history of early republic capitalism and its consequences for working families. Rockman's study is a powerful addition to scholarship about the hidden labor of capitalist economies where the unpaid and mundane, but vital, tasks of sewing, washing, feeding, provisioning, and boarding were an important complement to the backbreaking work of making Baltimore.
